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“I think of Blackness as a constellation or a multiplicity, but I like 
to use the term constellation because it’s much more broad and 

expansive” 

 
-Jessica Karunhanga  

 

 
 

“It seems to me that we would do well as Black folks to replace 
the notion of unity with the notion of communion. The root 

meaning of it would suggest that our union is fundamentally 
based on a notion that we must be willing and able to 

communicate with one another, because I think that so often 
when Black folks evoke unity again it’s the flattening out of 

differences the sweeping certain things under the rug so that we 
can appear to be alike, that we hold one stand, that we have one 
position, I think communion, and its connection to the notion of 

community, might give us greater strength and possibility.” 
 

-bell hooks 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Introduction 
 

Some years ago, I was interviewing my friend about 
Carefree Blackness for a school research project. It was in the 
context of the #carefreeblackgirl and #carefreeblackboy social 
media phenomena that was underway at the time, and she said 
something during our conversation that has stuck with me. In 
contrast to the dominant monolithic framing of Blackness, my 
friend thought “of Blackness as a constellation or a multiplicity”. 
Blackness as cosmic, celestial, and infinitely complex, “Blackness 
as a constellation”. It rang true in so many respects.  

A few years later, a clip of bell hooks came up on my feed. 
She criticized the notion of ‘Black Unity; and sought to replace it 
with ‘Black Communion’, which “suggests that [Black peoples] 
union is fundamentally based on a notion that we must be willing 
and able to communicate with one another”. Hooks went on to 
state that “so often when Black folks evoke unity again it's the 
flattening out of differences, the sweeping certain things under the 
rug […]. I think communion, and its connection to the notion of 
community, might give us greater strength and possibility”. 
This quote made me think about the central role of dialogue, of 
being in constant communication about our similarities and 
differences as Black peoples.  

 
Blackness is a “broad and expansive” constellation and it’s 

imperative that Black peoples strive to be  
in communion with one another 

 
By the time I had watched the bell hooks clip, my closest 

friend, a spiritual partner of mine, had taken his life a few months 
earlier. One of his greatest challenges in life was communicating 
his experience, about how he truly feels and navigates the world. 
Indeed, he thought it was an impossibility, and yet, for all who had 
the blessing of meeting and talking with him, a deep and concerted 
conversation about feeling and experience was always in store. 
Beyond a reductive identity politics, the discussions we had about 
ontology, the self, and our position in this world as Black people, 
would always crop up new meanings and insights. A significant 
topic of tension for him, an experience I did not share but had 
sympathy for, was the supposed irreconcilability of his Blackness 
and his Indigeneity. While Canadian society appears to be deeply 
invested, at least performatively, in acknowledging all that is 



Indigenous to these lands, those who are both Black and 
Indigenous seem to be repeatedly erased. To have little to no space 
for one's existence in the discourses that shape our understanding 
of this world, was certainly an ineffable pain that my late friend 
could only begin to communicate, and I could only begin to hold 
space for.  

 
With some encouragement from my dear friend Zo, I 

decided to apply for the grant that made this project possible, the 
purpose of which is to honour the legacy of my dearest friend and 
to begin contributing to the discourse he never had on Black 
Indigeneity. This work is by no means comprehensive or even 
complete, it’s iterative. It’s composed of passages from discussions 
and interviews with Black people of varying backgrounds about 
their relationship with Indigeneity and includes illustrations that 
were inspired by the topics covered. This book is a small gesture of 
care and an illumination of an experience rarely recognized, it is a 
small look into a constellation forevermore in communion.  

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 



Za: I usually discard people as individuals, eventually, at some 
point, or I devalue them, and that’s not a bad thing. I idealize them 
for a moment ‘cause like your kind of spectacular, and then wait, 
it’s actually about what you’re saying about society that matters.  
I think it’s important to hear that not as the individual, but what I 
can say as a Black Indigenous person on territory that I feel 
every[day]…. Remember when I talk about that it’s not just 
performative, it’s about feeling, when I talked about feeling like a 
corruption, let’s talk about that, people literally feel like they 
should not exist, because technically they shouldn’t exist, because 
the Structure is saying one thing and then the, you know what I 
mean, what it actually says, and that’s where I’m like “oh I do have 
like”... does that make sense? 

 

Ek: Yeah it does… Merricatherine writes about ontological 
oppression1, but I think its ontological dissonance. Do you know 
what I mean? 

 
Za: Tell me more. 
 
Ek: Dissonance is the notion of two notes that are half tones apart 
playing together, so they make that clingy sound. 
 
Za: Oh it just doesn’t work 

 
Ek: It’s not melodic structurally   

 
Za: Oh! But ontologically that’s my experience  

 
Ek: That’s your experience, when you’re saying “I’m a corruption”  

 
Za: Literally, and in the structure there’s no space for it 

 
Ek: Because colonialism is about annihilating Indigeneity but also 
when we were talking about Blackness precluding your Indigeneity 
and all of this 

 
1 See https://medium.com/@merricatherine/what-is-ontological-oppression-
2ff6a2459b1e  

https://medium.com/@merricatherine/what-is-ontological-oppression-2ff6a2459b1e
https://medium.com/@merricatherine/what-is-ontological-oppression-2ff6a2459b1e


 
 



Za: But they do exist together. I’m like “no but I am both”. And in 
the classroom it’s a perfect example, when they’re talking about 
Indigeneity and I’m like *sound of discomfort*, and when I do say 
it, people are like [a mocking face of astonishment], and they’re 
like “but isn’t that? But how would you… you’re like Black...?”. And 
I’m like “yeah but like that’s not what Indigeneity is, it’s not just 
about  
 
Ek: Race 
 
Za: Literally, like that’s colonial as fuck. I should start saying that 
more often: 
 
 like “your conception of Indigeneity is very colonial”. 

 



 
Za: I’m of the- and my history is tied to… and… it’s not me as an 
individual that’s important but what I can say about society that’s 
important… there is no way to articulate, and there actually isn’t in 
these structures, ‘cause I was always have to draw from what’s 
presented to me, but it’s a contingency, that’s literally an accident, 
where people didn’t anticipate… and you see that in the structure, 
they’re not talking about Black Indigenous people, they’re like 
“Indigenous! Ojibways!” and I’m like, “I’m Ojibway”, and they’re 
like “[facial expression of bemusement]”, they don’t account for 
that, ever, in the discourse, until someone’s like “I’m Black 
Indigenous” and they’re like “intersectionality” and I’m like “no no 
no, don’t use that language, but let’s actually talk about what that’s 
actually like”. 
 
Ek: We can also talk about how particular conceptual frameworks 
that are for a particular experience, like intersectionality, like sure 
it’s been adapted but it’s for Black women, it’s for Black queer 
women.... 
 
Za: The Black queer woman in my program she was like “can we 
just like” she’s like “Kimberly Krenshaw was a Black woman”, it’s 
real. She’s like, “No, I’m sorry, we’re not gonna talk about this 
without talking about the fact that a Black woman came up with 
that term”. It was beautifully said. 
 
Ek: Genealogy, it was the Combahee Collective, it was Sojourner 
Truth, they were already talking about, you know, interlocking 
oppressions, about being women, Black at the same time   
 
Za: Before we had a term for it yeah. That actually speaks to 
history repeating itself, that nothing [has] changed. Cause she’s 
actually,  
Ek: I guess it’s important to mention Kimberlee Crenshaw as like a 
breaking point because it was just a sort of a discursive truism, so 
to speak 
 
Za: Yeah, no you’re right  
  
Ek: Within Black womanhood but then it like 
 



Za: Wow, ontologically it was just real, but they need it said in this 
way 
 
Ek: What sort of violence was perpetrated by it’s disembodiment 
from it’s original  
 
Za: and how disassociated we are from it now.  
 
Ek: The theoretical framework doesn’t hold coherently to any 
other identity 
 

 
 
Za: That’s very postmodernist too, because it was informed by the 
structures that… but that’s when I get pessimistic and I’m like 
“there’s no..” oh… sorry, now I’m thinking about Saidiya Hartman 
[laughs] because isn’t that the same conclusion, because she 
quotes Foucault so she was already aware and then she was like 
“well, there’s no way out”. Right? But… but I’m thinking isn’t that 
the point, that that’s what she thought then but we still don’t know 
what’s to come. But we do, but we don’t... but we do…  
 
Ek: Contingencies [laughs slightly] 
 



Za: But I’m also thinking determinism, we do know what’s to 
come. It’s not going to be rapturous collectively.  
 

I think the prediction is that things might get marginally 
better for certain people, because we’re realizing “oh nothing 
matters” but it’s not going to resolve itself and we’re not [points to 
himself and Ek] we’re not actually doing anything to fix it. I think 
one of the contingencies I don’t like to talk about is that race 
doesn’t matter as much, in like certain regions. Like in Canada it 
doesn’t matter as much if you’re able to compensate with other 
things, and that’s a contingency, because that’s not something we 
actually controlled for, because like that’s why white people are 
pissed ‘cause like… you know what I mean? They’re like “oh you 
can transcend sometimes”.  And not only that white people will 
actually be like “hey, they [Black people/person] worked really 
hard for this”, you know what I mean? But that wasn’t really a 
thing back then, it was like no you can still be a doctor and 
everyone would still hate you because you’re Black, but now it’s 
actually like when you have a doctor who’s Black and they’re a 
neuroscientist, they’re like “you’re like really smart”. Think about 
that, we take that for granted, but that actually wasn’t a thing back 
then.  

 
Does that make sense? Is any of that making sense? 

 
Ek: Mhmm   
 
Za: We can apply that to Black life: what we take as a given, wasn’t 
always the case.  Because history, that’s what they didn’t have back 
then: the perspective we have now….  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Ca: In terms of Indigeneity I never really thought of my Blackness 
as Indigenous because what we are told is Indigenous is 
everything but Black. African spirituality or even Yoruba 
spirituality isn't really mentioned when we talk about 
Indigenous... or even Patois, that's an Indigenous language in my 
opinion. 

I'm Caribbean, retaining our dialect that has been lost due 
to the transatlantic slave trade and morphed into a non-
standardized version of- not every island has like English-African 
language but like for instance for Trinidad and Jamaica, it's 
English but also the retaining, us retaining our dialect at the same 
time. Overtime it's incorporated and passed through generations 
like over a 100 years and it's still alive across the Caribbean 
diaspora so it's an Indigenous language for me. Even our grammar 
structure it ties to… Twi2? 
 

That internalized view that you're speaking a broken form 
like you're not speaking “proper English” because you are lower 
class or because your Blackness stops you but if you find out the 
root to what Patois is you'll have some joy. 

 

 
2 Twi is a dialect of the Akan language spoken predominantly in southern and 
central Ghana. 



 
In terms of Indigeneity in the Caribbean, I think a lot of 

our off hand spiritual practices. So the more you learn about the 
Black rooted spiritual practices the more you're comfortable with 
learning about your history and your African roots. There's a way 
of reclaiming Blackness through practicing a different type of 
spiritual practice, and reclaiming that form of your ancestry. 
Living off the land, medicine people or like teas, herbal 
treatments, it’s a common thing in Jamaican households, if you’re 
sick with anything “oh go drink some tea” haha!  

 

 
 

Ca: Everyone owns Blackness but Black people and that's why I 
feel like we can't claim Indigeneity, because like who can claim 
Blackness, right? Anyone can claim whether they feel spiritually 
connected to Black identity, whether they love Black "pop culture", 
but Black people cannot claim culture in the same way that other 
people can and I feel like they don't see Black culture especially 
Black culture that's  
 
Ek: Gone through the middle passage 
 
Ca: Yeah, they don't see it as like any ancestral roots to it, they 
don't see Indigeneity attached to it, which is rooted in 
antiBlackness. 
 

Black culture, in my opinion, this might sound 
controversial, it's the only culture where there is no hesitation of 
grabbing towards and taking and commodifying it. Blackness 
seems to be the only thing that's free for all and up for grabs no 
matter how much we talk about cornrows that's just the peak or 
what like other cultures, let's be honest, take from Black identity. 
So, how are you supposed to attach Indigeneity to something that 
everyone seems as pop/mainstream culture? Because they don't 
see, especially when your moving through middle passage, they 
don't see African American identity as Indigenous Black culture, 
it's easier for them to commodify it. There's antiBlackness 
attached to Black culture because we're not seen as human enough 



to have our own culture, our own history. This happens with even 
folks that are Indigenous to here, their still failing to humanize 
Black folks enough to see Indigeneity within Blackness. 
 

If we were to look at Indigeneity and Blackness, we can 
look at how culture has developed and changed, like Black culture 
has developed and changed in different places and I would like to 
see Black studies database that isn't just African American. Not 
that, like African American people gave us Blackness haha! I’m 
grateful to them forever, but like I want to see an expansion of 
what Blackness means and if we were to look at Indigeneity, we 
could see how African identity has expanded and has shaped and 
how we have created creolized cultures. 
 

So we need to have more conversations, this conversation 
about and around Black Indigeneity and how I even feel more 
connected with West Africans folks than I do Indo-Carribean folks 
for sure for sure, different family structures, there's different 
gestures that we have similar, you can see the connection there, I 
can feel it more. Indo-Caribbean folks there is a connect in terms 
of Blackness and where we're from, but there's not a sense of 
connection on Blackness. 

 
Ek: How do you think this conversation about Black people 
understood as Indigenous people should be approached and taken 
up by Black people? The ‘i.e.’ here is like thinking about semantics, 
thinking about identity politics and also thinking about practice. 
African Indigeneity vs Black Indigeneity, Indigeneity tied to 
African derived ethnicity but not necessarily Blackness etc. 
 
Ca: Blackness is different when you’re from the continent. When I 
view my Blackness, I always forget that's a thing because it's just 
so different for me, I don't see my Blackness outside of this 
racialized category of ‘Black’. How we're different in our 
experiences, how someone from the continent are different from 
someone from the Caribbean, how someone who's born here is 
different than all these other people. Differences and similarities 
within our Blackness too, so I feel like that's what Black 
Indigeneity is, if we're to talk about it in that way, Indigeneity is 
also a new term for me to apply to Blackness. I always like to talk 
to different Black folks about the differences within our identities 
and our cultures, but also the similarities because it makes me 
happy, I'm like "oh that's what retaining culture is”. I can see that 



transformation and I see that within the music, gestures, their 
family dynamics, the random gestures, kiss teeth, things like that, 
it's just cool to see that after 100s of years we're able to retain it.   
 

 
 
Ca: If you want to decolonize you have to also understand that 
anti-Blackness is a part of that, and anti-Blackness is wrapped up 
in you. Even just watching certain historical things, some 
[Indigenous] people owned Black slaves, it was a part of treaty and 
trading things. So anti-Blackness is still wrapped up in your 
history as well because white people brought that shit with them, 
they brought slaves with them, they brought a view of Blackness 
that you adopted. Someone said as a Black Caribbean person I 
need to understand what's going on with Indigenous [people] in 
the Caribbean and I'm letting you know right now a lot of Black 
folks have Indigenous roots within them, you can be white passing 
Indigenous, you can be Black passing and having Indigenous 
ancestry, there's a whole tribe on the mountains of fucking 
Jamaica that are incorporated Black and Indigenous communities 
from runaway slaves and things like that and they look darker 
than me, like you are making a lot of assumptions, and also you're 
not understanding what creolization means, we didn't settle to the 
Caribbean we were brought there as slaves. We were talking about 
sage and this Indigenous person said "Black people shouldn't use 
sage" my friend was like "no no, sage is used in Africa, sage is used 
in the Caribbean, my grandma uses sage like Obeah use sage", 
medicine women are what Obeah are. And then she's like "yeah 
and that's stealing from Indigenous Caribbean culture". 
 
Ek: Where is this coming from? 
 
Ca: It's coming from anti-Blackness like I was told that we are also 
settlers to the Caribbean and the thing is Black Caribbean culture 
or Caribbean culture is a creolized culture and you can't look at the 
same context as a settler-colonial state, it's not the same thing. 
And even coming to Canada I don't consider myself a settler 
because I haven't settled in anything, my mom was a migrant 
worker, a domestic worker, she came here as an "illegal person", 
she recently got a landed certificate, she's not even a citizen. I've 



never owned property here to settle anywhere, where am I settling 
into?  We're settling in our oppressors home? Our oppressors 
aren't gonna let us settle here, nah... white people can be settlers, 
yeah for sure, that's why they colonized Canada so they can settle 
here... we didn't do that. It's a white term, it shouldn't be used for 
Black people. I'm only called a settler when I'm not shrinking 
myself or I'm taking up “too much space” or when you wanna call 
me the n-word but settlers better. It's true! Like what are you 
really mad at? My Blackness, right?   
 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Fu: I think about these things that we lost, like Se doesn’t speak 
Yoruba. It’s really hard. I remember talking to a linguist about it 
because I did speak to Se in Yoruba, and he understands some 
things, especially when he’s eavesdropping, other times he doesn’t 
seem to, but he understands some things and probably if he goes 
to Nigeria he’ll pick it up very quickly, but she said you have to 
have two people speaking in a household or you have to be so 
vigilant that you never ever answer them when they speak English 
and also to not speak English to them, you can’t answer them. 
 
Ek: It goes both 
ways 

 

 
Fu: It is sad 
when people  
lose culture, 
because if you 
lose language 
you lose culture. 
 
Ek: Language is 
the vehicle for 
culture. It’s 
interesting 
though because 
what I see in the 
Black community is that it’s such a melting pot…   

 
Fu: But there is no Black culture, right? 
 
Fu: Because I’m African, and there’s some 
Nigerian culture, but really there’s Igbo culture, 
there’s Hausa culture, there’s Yoruba culture, 
they’re very different. There’s almost as much 
strife between a Yoruba person marrying to a 
Hausa person as marrying to an English person. 
And so what this thing in Toronto is there is a 
huge Caribbean influence, primarily Jamaican, 
in what passes as Black culture and I feel 
excluded in those spaces. 

 



Ek: I guess it comes down to consciousness in the Black individual 
and then collectively. 
 
Fu - Ok here’s the thing. A lot of what is considered “Black culture” 
if you look at the roots of it, almost all Africans in the diaspora that 
came through slavery are West African. Of course there is gonna 
be a lot of similarities in West African culture because there’s 
proximity. So what is seen as Black culture in Brazil, in Cuba, even 
a lot of African Americans styles of speaking, the hailing each 
other, all of those originate from West Africa. There are North 
African Blacks, South African Blacks, Central African Blacks, East 
African Blacks, they don’t, I mean do you meet Ethiopians and 
think they have that thing that we have [makes a dancing gesture]? 
You know what I’m talking about right [laughs]? 
 
Ek: I know exactly what you mean. 
 
Fu: There’s an essence, you find in [Black] Jamaicans, you find it 
in [Black] Brazilians, you find it in Cubans, like Cuban Blacks, and 
that has now come out in a lot of Cuban culture, but that essence is 
West African. 
 
Ek: Yeah, you’re right. 
 
Fu: I have a lot more closeness like a lot more familiarity to a 
Jamaican person than I do to an East African, or a Kenyan or any 
of those East Africans, really a lot more, because they’re my 
people, they’re the same people, they come from my area, 
somewhere in my area, you understand what I mean? And so what 
has now been built from [Black] culture is all coming from the 
same base, because almost all the slaves came from West Africa. 
Only a very, like less than 10% came from outside. So that thing 
that people are calling “Black culture” is West African-based. So 
when you see the similarity in music, the similarity in... but go to 
North African and listen to their music.  
 
Ek: No no you’re right. 
 
Fu: It’s not drum and bass. 
 
Ek: Or even go to Mali. 

 



Fu: Yeah just even go slightly up and there’s a lot of Arab influence 
there and you know East African music is very [makes Ululation 
sound], [laughs] 
 
Ek: And they do the Eskista3 shoulder movement. 
 
Fu: And you’re like “don’t you have a butt?! Use your butt!”. You 
know they do their dances with all the shoulders or things that are 
very Indian like and Arab like but they’re Black. And South 
Africans, don’t dance like us either, their dancing has a lot of leg 
movement, a lot of arm movements, and less of that dance that sits 
here [points to her core]. Now it’s a little bit closer in terms of… 
but even South African music is very mournful, soulful, the new 
music of South Africa that started in the 80s has a lot of cultural 
influence from other places. It actually has a lot of cultural 
influence from African American dance music. It’s not Indigenous 
to South Africa, South African traditional music is pretty 
mournful, it’s beautiful, but it doesn’t, you know Nigerian music is 
“ay ay ay!” 
 
Ek: All the South African music that I listen to is all very 
contemporary and it’s very like house music and electronic music 
influence and danceable. 
 
Fu: And also because they have a white population there’s more of 
that filtering into the general music, but what people think of as 
“Black culture” is West African based and it’s because you might 
have taken away a lot of people’s culture but you can’t take it all 
away. Even African-American music, when you hear it, it’s very 
familiar, it hits something in me. 
 
Ek: I can’t remember what dance4, but there was this distinct 
dance, and there’s many examples of this, but it survived in the 

 
3 Eskista is a traditional Ethiopian dance that is known for its unique emphasis 
on intense shoulder movement. The dance is characterized by rolling the 
shoulder blades, bouncing the shoulders, and jilting the chest. 
4 Here Ek is trying to remember the Juba Dance which was developed from 
African slaves in the American south as well the Caribbean (Djouba in Haiti). 
The later American versions are said to be a confluence of African influences 
that survived the middle passage (“Giouba” from the Kongo regions) and the 
Irish jig that later led to the creation of jazz dance, stepping, and tap dance. 



South, like Mississippi delta area, and was also found in the 
Caribbean islands but it’s originally from Africa. 
 

 
 
Fu: The Black identity is... so the way I look at that Black identity 
is it's external and this is what I mean by that: I don't have a Black 
identity outside of my experience that is shared with other Black 
people in Canada, in the world. I have no Black identity, I have a 
Nigerian one, a Yoruba one that is built internally, that is 
Indigenous, because of my actual experiences within my own 
culture. The Black identity only has to do with my sharing an 
experience that is common to people who look like me. I separate 
those two things out because the fact of the matter is I have some 
of that but also as Black person from, well first of all being African 
and coming here not as a child but also not being of certain 
socioeconomic class that is associated with Black, my experience 
with most Black people is very different. Often I'm not comfortable 
in some of those spaces because I don't share a lot of the 
experiences, I've been poor, I've been really poor, but it's not the 
same as growing up poor and watch your parents struggle. 
 
Ek: Well, growing up poor and with the white  
 
Fu: With the white, yeah the white coming in and growing up 
knowing that there's all these people who look at you as, I mean I 
was part of the elite, people could tell when you move through the 
world and you're Nigerian who has money and who doesn't. 
 
Ek: But also everybody is Black. 
 
Fu: Coming to a place and all of a sudden the fact that you have 
arched eyebrows becomes a thing, maybe people have been 
looking at you and "oh you have beautiful eyebrows" so it's a nice 
thing, but it's not an identity thing. Oh you have dark skin and 
some people liked the fact I had dark skin some people didn't, 
because the colourism wasn't as big in Africa when I was growing 
up, so some people like my dark skin, some people didn't, but it 
wasn't a thing that moved you into a group with other dark-



skinned people, there was no shared nothing, nothing. I didn't 
have dark-skinned friends vs light-skinned friends it just wasn't 
like that, it wasn't a thing. For me the experience is a little jarring 
because it's something that never was an identifier, and then all 
these things being tied to that identifier that are actually not part 
of my experience. That's the problem I have with the idea of a 
"Black Culture" because I always feel like something is being 
foisted on me and it feels just as oppressive as white people 
foisting Black identity on me and everything that goes along with.  
 

It feels just as oppressive, I guess. I feel like I'm faking, and 
I found myself in the last couple of years I've spent a lot of time in 
Black spaces and I feel like an imposter. I feel like there's a large 
part of myself that I- I don't invite anyone to my house because 
they just assume that- and I know that because I've had people 
come over to my house and they couldn't ever see anything 
different. I somehow stop fitting into their Black identity, even 
though I have very little money now, and I've had people be wary 
after that, and we'd go out for drinks and there's this assumption. 

 



I can see that for your guys because that's how your coming 
up, that is a shared, that is actually your experience of growing up 
and you couldn't have ever been able to escape Blackness, and so 
it's part of your identity but it's not the same for every Black 
person and certainly not the same for immigrant Blacks. 
 

It seems problematic to me that your identity is something 
that's external. It's coming not from oh are you Twi or Fanti? 
 
Ek: Dad's Fanti 
 
Fu: It's not coming from, you know “my people are Fanti and these 
are the things I got from my dad because we're Fanti”, it's not 
coming from any continuation, it's from this external thing that's 
also negative in a sense, the only reason we have this Black 
identity is from oppression, you know? So it's an identity that's 
built from oppression. Like I now have a Black identity but it is 
from recognizing that "oh wow a lot of the difficulties that I've had 
are shared by all these other people, whether or not they are my 
background or not" but it's a shared experience that has given me 
that identity but I still push against because I don't wanna be 
defined by other people. So I separate identity from fighting about 
it from finding it, does that make any sense? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Ek: What does being Indigenous mean (to you) and how 
do Black peoples factor into this definition?  
 

Mu: For me, being indigenous means promoting “Somalinimo”; 
wanting all lands occupied by Somalis in Kenya & Ethiopia freed 
but also respect whatever government direction the majority 
within north eastern region in Kenya and the Ogaden region in 
Ethiopia would want. My Mother and my Father taught me a lot 
about the occupation within both areas growing up and their 
political resistance. From my mother's side, I come from a people 
called “Sujuis”, which are Kenyan Somalis and on my father’s side 
I have family from a town close to Ethiopia within Somalia and 
family in that country.   

 



Ek: In many of the discussions about Indigeneity here in Canada 
and beyond, there is a tendency to exclude Black peoples from 
such a narrative and identity (i.e. not seeing Black peoples as 
qualified to claim Indigeneity), why do you think this is?  
 

Mu: I think the indigenous people in this country who, from 
what I’ve seen, are generally nonblack, get the forefront which is 
important but also it neglects Black indigenous people from this 
country. I heard quite a few personal stories from Black 
indigenous people who told me their experience of them and 
their families excluded growing up in nations. Black people in 
general are always excluded by nonblack people, so it doesn't 
come as a surprise. I also don’t appreciate that Black people who 
are indigenous from elsewhere aren’t invited to the conversation 
about Indigeneity. Speaking specifically as a Somali, my people 
know the effects of occupation, ethnic cleansing, cultural being 
wiped out etc. similar to the experiences of indigenous people 
here. Also, Somalis in Canada (who a majority were displaced 
because post or straight up colonialism) face similar economical 
problems, incarceration rates, and substance abuse effects that 
others indigenous communities here harshly experience. I say 
this not in a way to disregard the issues Indigenous people face 
here in Canada but to acknowledge those not being heard in this 
topic.  

Ek: Do you think Black peoples should claim Indigeneity?  

 

Mu: Absolutely. First, those Indigenous to this land, of course, and 
also those elsewhere whose people face land occupation, ethnically 
being pushed out or converted and suffering socially and 
economically.  
 

Ek: What use do you think Black peoples claiming Indigeneity 
might have, both within and outside Black communities.  

 

Mu: I think, from my experience it would warrant antiblackness 
and exclusion. I have had many issues with nonblack Indigenous 



people who try to convince me otherwise that inviting my people 
on this topic is excluding them or dismissing their issues. Somali 
people in East Africa and in Canada face almost every social and 
economic issue that nonblack Indigenous people face heavily 
here. You know where Somalis and Indigenous people meet the 
most? Jails. I see as much of Somalis who suffer from alcohol 
abuse openly in downtown Toronto as much as nonblack 
Indigenous people here. I experienced and seen the social disgust 
Somali people are seen in this country at a level nonblack 
Indigenous people here. 

 

I think it would be great for us as continental Africans and 
Afro-Caribbeans to claim Indigeneity because it would 
acknowledge the effects that post & prior colonialism has had in 
displacement, ethnic conversation & cleansing and other social 
and economic influences it has had on us. This would include us 
in the existing conversations widely had on nonblack Indigenous 
people here, for us too. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Mu: I think it would be great for us as continental Africans and 
Afro-Caribbeans to claim Indigeneity because it would 
acknowledge the effects that post & prior colonialism has had in 
displacement, ethnic conversation & cleansing and other social 
and economic influences it has had on us. This would include us 
in the existing conversations widely had on nonblack Indigenous 
people here, for us too. 
 

Ek: How do you think this conversation about Black peoples 
understood as Indigenous peoples should be approached and 
taken up?  
 

Mu: I think for continental African Black people it’s great to be 
patriotic from where we come from but to disregard those who 
lineage was transformed by slavery and who created over the 
generations their own culture like Afro-Caribbean Canadians and 
African Canadians. Every culture should be valued. More so I 
wanted to own up to the fact that, coming from a Toronto 
perspective that the urban Black Canadian experience is much 
influenced and shaped by African American culture and history. 
It’s also heavily influenced by Afro-Caribbean culture. I think what 
should be approached having conversations about Indigeneity 
amongst us as Black people is to value our histories and 
experiences and not to disregard one another stance and find 
communion.  

 

 

 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Ek: What does being Indigenous mean (to you) and how do Black 
peoples factor into this definition?   
 
Ke: Being Indigenous to me means connection to land, ancestors, 
traditions, teachings and languages, this however only in a world 
where colonization did not commit genocide on Indigenous 
peoples globally and in a world where colonization does not 
continue to displace people from their traditional homelands.  
 

 
 
Ke: Indigenous to me is a transitory term, until we reclaim what 
we called ourselves in our own languages. Indigenous has been 
able to amalgamate distinct and sovereign nations into a group 
(globally) so that we can fight for justice around lands and culture. 
Black peoples globally do deserve justice around lands. For Black 
peoples who have been displaced through the trans-atlantic slave 
trade this definition needs to be relooked at.  
 

 
 



 
What does it mean in the context of displacement and 

disconnection? 
and without those connections how can someone enact 

Indigeneity?  

 

 
I have been thinking about this in the urban context (I, 

myself, being urban Cree) and how many urban Indigenous 
peoples do not ‘want’ to rebuild and reconnect with their families, 
communities and lands. This might be a very problematic 
perspective, however if urban Indigenous peoples are not 
connected to land or their communities, what then makes them 
Indigenous?  
 

And if other Indigenous folks to Turtle Island provide them 
leniency based on displacement, why are they not willing to 
provide leniency for other folks who have been displaced globally 
and are so quickly willing to designate others as ‘settlers’.  
 

I do not think we should factor in Black peoples into the 
term ‘Indigenous’ (with the capital ‘I’), I think we can factor in 
Black peoples to the term ‘indigenous’. I believe ‘Indigenous’ with 
the capital ‘I’ is used for the peoples Indigenous across Turtle 
Island.  
 
Ek: In many of the discussions about Indigeneity here in Canada 
and beyond, there is a tendency to exclude Black peoples from 
such a narrative and identity (i.e. not seeing Black peoples as 
qualified to claim Indigeneity), why do you think this is? 
 
Ke: I think allowing Black peoples to take up space in these 
narratives would be catastrophic not in terms of causing suffering 
but in terms of a large-scale alteration to how we see Indigeneity.  
It would mean the whole world would need to be shifted and torn 
apart.  



 
 

Ke: I had an encounter with an elder this week (Anishinaabe) that 
frustrated me. A white settler recently got hired at Native Child’s 
and Family Services and she was invited on this trip and in circle 
she voiced her privileges to be there as a settler. The elder from 
whose land we were on, responded with “everyone is Indigenous”, 
which is a harmful oversimplification of Indigeneity. Throughout 
the week he continued to try to make her feel comfortable. 
Constantly going out of his way so that the only non-Indigenous 
white person/settler would feel comfortable. He showed her 
kindness that no elder nor traditional knowledge keeper has ever 
offered me, an Afro-Indigenous some-what youth.  
 

I thought about how Indigenous people to Turtle Island 
have aligned themselves with whiteness. How the whole world has 
aligned itself with whiteness and how anti-Blackness is global. 
For the world to continue to profit from anti-Blackness, Black 
peoples need to be kept at the racial bottom of the hierarchy, Black 
peoples need to be kept landless and that narrative needs to be 
pushed down everyone’s throat.   
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The reasons why people have disbarred  
Black peoples from identifying as indigenous,  
is too complex for myself to grasp.  
 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Ek: Do you think Black peoples should claim Indigeneity?  
 
Ke: I do believe Black peoples should claim Indigeneity however, I 
am not sure about under what circumstances. 
 

I would say, Black folks who are actively reclaiming their 
Indigenous identity (this in itself is a long journey and has 
complexities and might be a problematic and a bad analysis) 
should be able to use the term Indigenous and specify where they 
are Indigenous to. 

In terms of all Black peoples, I would say there needs to be 
a conversation around the term and how it can potentially harm 
the non-Black Indigenous peoples to the lands we are on now.  
 

The over-usage of the term might lead to the devaluing of 
the term. For example the debate around the term ‘genocide’ and 
the avoidance of Canada’s colonial government’s usage of the term 
to describe what continues to happen to Indigenous peoples here. 
I do think it is genocide, however I do not believe someone needs 
to hear it as genocide for them to see the devastation, violence and 
injustice that is happening towards Indigenous peoples.  
 

I think non-Native Black peoples and even Native Black 
folks to Turtle Island need to gather for themselves, acknowledge 
in the local context of the settler colonial state Canada, that they 
have benefited from Native displacement and erasure and discuss 
what they hope to gain from using the term indigenous and what 
Indigeneity can look like from them.  
 
Ek: What use do you think Black peoples claiming Indigeneity 
might have? 
  
Ke: Outside the Black community it might initiate a conversation 
around how non-Black Indigenous peoples across Turtle Island 
have internalized anti-Blackness and it might help others see 
similarities between the struggles of Black diasporic people and 
Indigenous people to Turtle Island. I feel that if Black folks started 
taking up space in talking about and reclaiming Indigeneity it will 
be a common denominator to build a relationship with the 
Indigenous peoples to this land. I feel like recognized groups that 
are Indigenous have made an effort to connect with each other and 
be in solidarity with each other (Palestinian and Indigenous 



solidarity here and Maori and Indigenous solidarity here). Unlike 
the solidarity efforts between Indigenous peoples to Turtle Island 
and Black diasporic peoples here on these lands. Their presence 
seems almost conflictory and in contradiction to each other’s 
struggles. However, I do feel it is sad that I can only envision this 
after Black folks begin to take up space in these narratives. I am 
most certain the anti-Black backlash would be huge.  

 
Seeing Black peoples as indigenous I think would be good for the 
diasporic community, it might instill pride in folks. In very few 
interactions with other Caribbean’s, I have felt this pushback to 
claiming Blackness as if it is valueless and as if the worst thing in 
this world was to be Black. There must be something beyond our 
Blackness that connects us with each other and with Africa. I 
myself feel a desire to reconnect but a fear that is hindering that 
attempt. 

 

Ek: Lastly, how do you think this conversation about Black peoples 
understood as Indigenous peoples should be approached and 
taken up by Black and nonBlack people?  
 
Ke: I do see a lot of value in Black diasporic peoples building 
relationships to the land we are on now, however it is not ours. 
And white farmers who descend from colonizers and settlers have 
created relationships with the land too. So how do we do it in a 
way that does not replicate how they did it and does not reproduce 
harm? And how and where do Black Diasporic build connections 
with land? 
 

Something my friend wrote the other day, resonated with 
me: “Indigeneity is too much analyzed when it should be lived”. 
For me the questions then are: How and where can/do/should 
Black diasporic peoples enact and live out Indigeneity? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Zo: I don't know I guess I understand it as acknowledging that 
there was a before, like there were rules and societies and human 
beings before what we are experiencing right now.  
 
Ek: What are we experiencing right now? 
 
Zo: [sighs] You know like hyper-capitalism... I don't know... aren't 
you seeing it? 
 
Ek: No I'm totally seeing it. 

 
Zo: The capitalizing of the anti-Black state, so much exploitation, 
poverty, death, foreign funded war, just so much intentional shit 
that has been made to destroy certain parts of the world so that 
people here can live like this. 
 
My family's Igbo Nigerian and you know... we all read "Things Fall 
Apart"5 [laughs slightly] there's been a lot of loss of self, and being 
like: "I'm indigenous to somewhere", trying to recount that, trying 
to find all the ideas and ways of being that are, that were lost. 
 

 
5  Things Fall Apart is a novel written by Nigerian author Chinua Achebe. 
Published in 1958, its story chronicles pre-colonial life in the south-eastern part 
of Nigeria and the arrival of the Europeans during the late nineteenth century. 



 
 
I talked to Te, when I first started seeing her, I was just so thankful 
because I was getting so caught up in this world and how I'm 
perceived in this society, and feeling like there's nothing I can do 
to lift myself up, just really hopeless and she reminded me: “you're 
not the first to struggle with sexuality”, “you're not the first one of 
your lineage to feel like the black sheep or experience queerness” 
and she was like "in terms of healing, I care about finding out what 
our ancestors did" like what practices did they have for healing 
because clearly nothing in this world is working for me, that's just 
one thing that I can look to find some sort of guidance. It’s 
interesting 'cause I don't really feel like... we're just in an 
interesting place in this country as like Indigenous, Black people 
who are Indigenous to somewhere else, I don't really ever hear 
conversations about people claiming Indigeneity because I think 
it's... I try to make sense of it but I really don't, why is there so 
much exclusion of like the Black Indigenous identity... like 
remember we were talking about imagineNATIVE6, I just think 
that's so interesting, I try to make sense of it. Why is there nothing 

 
6  ImagineNATIVE is the world's largest presenter of Indigenous screen content. 
ImagineNATIVE (legal entity: The Centre for Aboriginal Media) is a registered 
charity committed to creating a greater understanding of Indigenous peoples 
and cultures through the presentation of contemporary Indigenous-made 
media art including film, video, audio and digital media. 



from the entire continent of Africa? They have Indigenous 
European films I remember there were like films from Indigenous 
people in Norway like Scandinavia and then Australia too, and 
New Zealand and the South Pacific, films from all over the world 
but they're just like "oop" like hop over [Africa].  

 

 
Ek: You said you're Igbo? 
 
Zo: Yeah  
 
Ek: How recently have you thought of that part of yourself as 
Indigenous? 
 
Zo: I guess like I really started to embrace it when I was thinking 
about my mental health and just searching for answers for healing 
and ideas and things like that, but I would never have thought that 
up until recently just 'cause like, I don't know, just the way I grew 
up was very… it felt like that culture was made to be very 
incongruent, they didn't put much time in teaching me that and I 
remember when I was in high school I was like “I wanna go to 
languages classes I want to learn the language” and my mom just 
never did it. It's a very intentional separation and I get why, [they] 
wanted to assimilate and do well and all that but it really took me 
becoming an adult and just feeling like they're so many things that 
are unanswered and actually going to them and asking questions. I 
feel like I learned about Indigenous African history just like 
through out of necessity. Yeah, it's just interesting like as far back 
as my mom can remember they were all farmers and now nobody 
is, everybody is in Lagos hustling. I don't wanna idealize a time 
before colonialism 'cause 
 
Ek: Yeah 'cause fucked up shit is always happening  
 
Zo: Yeah but even that too just learning that and realizing how my 
interest in farming has come about in the last few years and I 
really love it. I just feel like there's so many lessons to learn. 'Cause 
like the farming thing for example there's just so much shame 



attached to being a Black farmer, being associated with slavery 
and all that 
 
Ek:  Primitive 
 
Zo: Yeah all that. I like getting these little stories to really ground 
me. 
 
Ek: Stories from your family directly? 
 
Zo: Yeah. I really think that's extremely important for all Black 
people, especially living in a western whatever society, to get in 
touch with history in that way, your personal history. That's one of 
the most interesting things to me: what people did…. 
 

There's a lack of knowledge of our history, nobody knows 
anything about Africa at all, it's crazy. And because of that I think 
there's a lack of compassion for how Africans ended up here 
recently as immigrants, I feel like that is not acknowledged and 
you know there are the rich international students and what not 
but people don't understand that Nigerians are refugees here, I 
knew someone who worked at a shelter and she said that most of 
the people there were Nigerians and other Nigerians are like 
"what? there's refugees from Nigeria?", you know there's just so 
much, there's just a lack of understanding, compassion. 

 
 The past and present colonial processes that are going on 

there [Nigeria] and that are 'causing people to have to leave and a 
lot of that now is environmental-based migration, its happening 
all throughout Africa. My mom talks about going to Nigeria and 
seeing communities of Chinese people living like it's nothing when 
there's just so much intense abject poverty and like flooding in 
some areas, droughts in some areas, yeah I just see that as all 
being connected and when you come here it's just like "oh you're 
neo-colonizing, you're just as bad as the white people" and it's just 
more vilifying Blackness.  

 
Then the East African thing, they're are some groups that, 

[sighs], I'm trying to be politically correct for this but they're, and 
you can say this for many places, but I noticed a lot that certain 
tribes of people, like for example the Dominican Republic for 
example, here they're seen as Black so we ascribe a certain type of 



experience to those people and thought process to those people, 
we assume certain things because they culturally fit into our idea 
of Black but back home they're actually oppressing their own 
Indigenous groups. In Ethiopia, for example, like the Oromo 
Indigenous group, they've been fighting for years and their just 
being killed for speaking out against the government, basically the 
Ethiopian Christians, because the Oromo's are Muslim, and 
Ethiopians are normally Christian, they basically want to 
ethnically cleanse the state but when you come here it's like "oh no 
I'm Black we're all family we're all Ethiopian at the end of the day" 
and you can make parallels 'cause in Nigeria there's the strong 
religious divide but even just the way people are so insanely 
classist and afraid of poor people, that's also anti-Black but... yeah. 

  
I get that colonialism and white supremacy made us be like 

this but at some point when are we gonna take responsibility? 
That's really what I want to see, 'cause even anywhere you go 
really in Africa, when there's a high enough of a population, in 
South Africa for example, mixed race people, or like non-Black 
people create an upper class so it's the Indigenous people that are 
suffering, globally. I just wish there was more...  
 
Ek: Solidarity? 
 
Zo: Yeah I know haha I'm trying not to say "Solidarity" haha! Just 
more  
 
Ek: Communion?  
 
Zo: Something like that. If people recognized that but anytime I've 
been in an Indigenous space I've just experienced anti-Blackness 
so... a lot of people say solidarity doesn't exist so.... 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 



 
Ek: How do you think this conversation around Black peoples seen 
as Indigenous people, how do you think that conversation should 
be approached? Or more abstractly: how does Black Indigeneity 
become ontological? 
 
Zo: It's hard in this country because we don't have understanding 
to fall back on of what a Black person is and what Black culture is, 
we don't really have a consensus on that. It's really hard for Black 
people right now to think of that possibility of identifying with 
Indigeneity just because people are really grouped racially in these 
weird ways that don't really make any sense.... The only thing I can 
think of is trying to get in touch with some sort of spiritual 
practice, but how do you convince people that that’s what they 
need to do? So many people would be so helped by taking the 
effort do understand the beginning of things. Looking around this 
city everybody just needs to be exorcised or something [laughs]. If 
you want to spread awareness, you're just getting into these 
venues that are where identity politics comes up: panel 
discussions, buzzfeed videos [laughs], "what it means to be", "8 
Black Indigenous people explain their experience" [laughs]. That's 
where a lot of these ideas get traction. 
 
Ek: I guess it has to start there then. 
 
Zo: It becomes really scary because it becomes absorbed into 
digital culture and Instagram takes it and goes [shuffly sound and 
gestures] and spits it out in a fetishized way. The way people 
idealize, like hoteps basically, how they idealize this pre-colonial 
time where they had all these women 

 
Ek: Kings, polygamous 
 
Zom Yeah, it's like errr! How do we stop it from getting to that 
point? I feel like stuff like that reading group. In safe 
environments with friends addressing really intense reading and I 
also think to get to that point you have to experience a certain 
amount of confusion and curiosity, frustration, to even want that, 
'cause a lot of us have accepted... even that makes me think, 
culturally there's things about my culture, family culture that I 
don't agree with so 
 



Ek: Having to be critical of what might have been the ‘original’ 
way. 
 
Zo: You can take what you want and leave the rest, that's what I 
do, instead of trying to specifically pass down, let's say if you have 
children, trying to pass down the culture and make sure that 
they're 100% culturally in that, I don't think that's helpful either, I 
think it's important to have a consistent awareness of that time 
and those people and I think that's really grounding. For me it 
started in small ways, trying to look up different herbs and oils and 
incense that are used by Indigenous people in Nigeria and 
ordering them online. When I'm anxious, I'm gonna use this tea 
and use this oil for my skin just because it makes me feel 
connected in some way. I think it can be done or start being done 
in small ways, really simple sensory things like smelling, aroma 
therapy, smelling something that was cultivated in this land, 
making these little personal practices that remind you of where 
you came from.  
 
 

 
 

 
I also think continuing to ask questions and getting all the 

stories that you can, that's what I'm trying to do, because I really 
didn't know a lot about my parents lives before, they never sat me 
down like "this is what happened, when I was a young boy" or 
whatever, I think that's on us to just be like "how far back can you 
remember?" and write down stories so you remember them. 

 

 



 



To Open at the End of this Beginning: 

 
I’d like to acknowledge my ancestors, both beautiful and terrible, 
who have informed and guided me in this life and in doing this 
work.  
 
I’d like to acknowledge all my relations, the human and the more-
than-human, that have sustained me in the ecosystems I dwell in 
and in the political economies I navigate.  I’d like to acknowledge 
the territories on which these forces operate, in the places that I 
have called ‘home’. These are contested spaces of settler 
colonialism, of structural violence that constitute this thing we call 
‘Canada’. For those who claim to be Indigenous to these lands, I 
want to acknowledge you, your presence, your resilience, and your 
strength, despite the ongoing colonial onslaught. 
 
I’d like to thank CUE for making this project fiscally possible and 
for being understanding and flexible. 
 
I’d like to thank Ca, Fu, Mu, Ke, and Zo for their participation and 
contributions and Fi for his help during the editing process of this 
book. 

 
I’d like to thank Zach, may his eternal rest be peaceful and may he 
live on in the memories and actions of all who loved him. 
 

This book has been a gesture of care and an illumination of 
an experience rarely recognized, it is a small look into a 

constellation forevermore in communion.  
 

Thank You for Reading 

 


